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About This Game

This is a quest based on Edgar Allan Poe’s “The pit and the pendulum”. A pit and a pendulum await you…

A story about a man who survived suffering and being tortured by the inquisition in a Spanish prison. The main character was
convicted for some crime and underwent torture. The court sentenced him to the death penalty. The convict woke up in

complete darkness. He thought that he died and was in the afterlife.. The prisoner gathered all his strength and slowly got up,
moved forward, and ran into a wall. He remembered horrible tales of the inquisition’s traps. This was on huge stone cell with

traps.

Special features:
Beautiful professional graphics.

The plot is based on a classic novel.

Quality sound accompaniment.

Historically accurate clothes and architecture.
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still remember this game from years ago, turns out its completely p2w now. There is not much to say, this game is basically a
newer version of space invaders nothing really exciting. However it is not really a bad game at all I would personally recommend
this game to anyone who is into arcade type games. (I would like to add that my review and opinion for this game is 50\/50, but
their is no middle choice when reviewing games on Steam).. Played the game but laggy on my computer. Didn't have a tutorial
or anything. Theres no way i can beat the Prison level. Gosh I wish we can refund games!. This game was not even worthe the
$3. The graphics are terrible (though I knew that going in), but the controls are even worse. The movements and actions are
extremely sluggish, and in order to click on the cells you have to be pretty accurately in the center of the block. I was hoping this
would be a fun multiplayer game, but it's really not good. The idea is good but horrible implementation.. The game is great, you
wanna use a controller or change the inputs(if youuse a keyboard) or else you cant play the game, it's alot of buttun smashing
and fun. 1000000000\/10 -totallynotIGN. If you click out of the game on the crash screen, and then click back in, you won't be
able to hit restart or menu, you have to exit out the game. But I love the game so far, I wish there were options to permanently
enable certain bonuses and maluses, specifically pixelate.

Update: Also about half of my deaths come from stupid drivers or what I would consider unfair deaths. When a yellow car
spawns right in front of me out of nowhere, not only is it hard to react that fast to it, but it's also almost impossible even if you
do react just based on the "slipperyness" of the car (which I do love that mechanic). The other is a little more questionable, the
cars dont follow the road, if they come to a turn they don't turn at all, so you have to be reminding yourself that when you are
trying to make a sharper turn with AI around. Now I'm not sure whether the cars not following the road is intentional, or is just
yet to be added, but if it is to be considered intentional, it doesn't make sense why even on some straightaways, very rarely a car
will be veering in one direction, often causing death of the player.

Also because the game is so simplistic I think the amount of time that would be necessary to gain enough credits to buy the best
car is way too long. So either credit gain should be upped or prices decreased. Unless more content is added to warrant that
amount of playtime, in which case it's fine to keep prices the same.

Just my thoughts, really like the game, the music, the \uff41\uff45\uff53\uff54\uff48\uff45\uff54\uff49\uff43 and everything
about it. Hoping the dev doesn't abandon it and maybe adds some more cool stuff such as more permanent powerups, or a way
to drift without sacrificing your multiplier.. I've loved the Nancy Drew game series ever since I was a child. Warnings at
Waverly Academy does not disappoint in either nostalgia or gameplay.. its too boring. when you died for some stupid reason at
end of the level, you have to pass whole level over and over again. yes you have 3 lifes but for an example level 4 has a sh!t road
end of the level. you will fall 3 times. and the other levels have same sh!t puzzles. there is a checkpoint system yes but life
system is just unnecessary. and boxes doesnt fit spaces, you have to push them like 632462378 times.

You will get low fps in some places
Also the idea isnt original. (check ''vertigo ball game'' and ''balance ball game'' on internet) they are much much beautiful
Impossible achievements too
Just refunded after 90 mins
DONT BUY even its free
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Melhor programa de gravação que já usei, muito completo.
Recomendo.. Everything about this game is a major problem. No voice acting, the controls feel stiff, when reloading the
character doesn't turn so looks awful. No damage is shown with enemy attacks. Enemies are uninspired. The first level repeats
the SAME mission at least 3 times, and then finishes on a slightly different mission (different character name). This game is
just bad.

I'd write a longer review but it doesn't deserve that.. This is a great little game in the vein of one fnger death punch. It's
simplistic gameplay actually becomes fairly difficult at later stages, with repeated clicking being punished. Really good fun
though.. Cute, simple little game with a very active developer taking fan feedback in the forums. Give it a try :). Mark this
review as helpful to get the "I'm so hyped!" achievement.. The game is in alpha so I'll try not to bash it, but it's not that good yet.

Somethings that would make it more strategic are, allowing the user to pause so they can scan the map, allow the user to get a
newsfeed of stories on the right side of the map, allow the user to zoom in and out, make the map 3d instead of 2d so that their
is more obviousness and it is easier on the eyes, also, allow the user to read the research options before they are unlocked.

One big problem I have is not having a good way of sorting through all of the available news stories and picking the right
reporters. If you were to incorporate a news feed and then allow a drop down menu that sorted by the best reporters that
matched it and showed how much time it would take to report on that would help. The UI is not very friendly right now, and
could really be improved a ton, I don't like having to click through the different employees. If this layout were more like This is
the police it would make it more fun, but you can replicate that layout without the complexity, by pausing the game when a user
clicks on a news story and allow them to view a menu that has more useful information giving relationships with the reporters
that have good fits.

Also, overall the whole strategy of matching the reporters to story that they are interested in and politically related to is not cool
or fun, and I wish the stories were more obvious when it's important (e.g. they show a star ranking right on the map before
clicking). I like the concept of the game but it is not well implemented, it would just make it more fun to have a UI that was
more intuitive and gave more relevant information where it was needed, i.e. show less information all at once and have more
compartmentalized information that can be shown when users have to interact. The game is also all randomly generated which is
less interesting to me than one with a story that unfolds over time, the headlines are cool, but I don't get to read about the story
behind them so it seems really one dimensional, maybe hire a writer (not many coders are also good writers).

I will keep the game but I will wait for some quality of life improvements until I take it seriously and play it through to the end..
Yeah... don't get this, it's not even worth the dollar on sale. Hell, it's not worth it if it's free. This game seems like it's some
beginner game dev's partially completed portfolio project, not actually meant to be played. The positive reviews are 100%
definitely bought and paid for by the dev.

That said, if it got finished it might be fun. As it stands,

Negatives: there's no tutorial, no explanation of how to use the consumables, can't remap joypad buttons or KBM configuration,
only two maps, no story\/motivation to play the game. Also, the jungle pyramid map is 3D but you can only shoot in 2D so...
There's zero depth to this game whatsoever. One map is for PVE and the other for survival. It looks like a game that should be a
top-down shooter tower defense, but that's deceptive, as you must buy such consumables outside of the levels.

Positives: the character power curve would work great if the game was finished, and there's a couple skins you can customize
your character with.

0\/10. Don't buy, don't play. I'm astonished anyone thought this was a completed product and worth money. LOL. Incredibly
tedious if you want to get the achievements, incredibly short if you are just playing through. I got this in a bundle for a few
pennies, and was bored after 10 minutes, but "played" for another 75 minutes trying to get the achievements.

If I could simply look at the items in the shop, it would make sense. But no, it had to be a visit to the mother in law every time.
Perhaps this was intended to be how the stories were told, and the decisions on whether to buy or not, but it came off as poorly
designed tediousness.

For the achievements, in a bundle, ok maybe. But in all other cases, NO.. Absolutely incredible.. For those who don't realise,
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this game is being developed by the dev of Vertigo

Hot damn,  this game.
I am not usually one to write reviewsfor games - I actually couldn't tell you the last time I did it, or the game I did it for without
going and checking now. But holy hell. This game is already among my favourite Vive games. The freedom it gives is astounding
and the movement system is fantastic. I don't get any kind of motion sickness at all (Though, to be fair, I'm yet to have a game give
me any kind of nausea).

Honestly, even if you only have a spare 10 minutes to have a little play around, I can assure you this free little gem is 100% worth
your time. Can't wait to see where it leads.

Thanks, Devs! Keep up the good work!
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